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FOR YOUR BOOK

BookBaby Print Interior Text Formatting Overview
We recognize the hard work you have put into writing your manuscript so we want
your audience to have the ultimate reading experience. With BookBaby’s interior text formatting
services, our staff of designers will create a visually stunning book within 15 business days!
Using your provided text, our designers will transform your manuscript into a
customized book that will grab and hold the attention of your readers. In addition to
modifying the font and margins to the trim size you have chosen, we will add our
polished and professional touch while including industry standards such as:
title page • table of contents • copyright page • chapter headings
page numbers • running headers/footers
Did we mention we never use templates? The design will be unique to YOUR book and
we stand by our work with the only book publishing industry 100% guarantee!

BLACK
TEXT
Pricing starts
at just $399!

Black text formatting is ideal for books that need professional
text layout such as novels, biography and poetry books.
• Black and white text layout that is customized to your manuscript.
• Customized chapter headings, table of contents, copyright page
and other industry standards.
• A FREE pdf proof in 15 business days.

COLOR
TEXT
Pricing starts
at just $699!

Color text formatting is best suited for books with several color
images*, multiple columns, call outs and require extensive
design such as cookbooks, photography or travel books.
• Everything listed above
• Customized page by page color text and graphic layout.
• Books with a considerably large amount of design will receive a
style proof of first chapter in 15 business days. This FREE pdf proof
is to preview the design and color scheme the artist has chosen.
A completed pdf proof will follow after the author gives the go-ahead
to move forward.
*The designers will include as many images as you supply. BookBaby does not supply images
for manuscript formatting nor do we touch up, enhance or modify images you supply.

BEFORE & AFTER
BEFORE

Black Interior Text Formatting
AFTER

The artist referenced the 1920s subject matter of this book when designing the table of contents. The hierarchy in the text
helps distinguish the Chapters vs. Sections and the charming, art deco borders and font strengthen the author’s theme.

By utilizing larger margins and more open line spacing, the new page layout provides a more pleasing experience for the reader’s
eye. Stylish yet tasteful chapter headings give an elegant look and strategically placed call out quotes highlight the spirit of the text.

BEFORE & AFTER

Color Interior Text Formatting

The use of color and shaded areas emphasize important Fact and Warning sections for the reader, while simple yet chic
chapter headings help bring the whole book together for a more contemporary feel. These special touches added
by the designer elevate the appearance of book, resulting in a more professional end product.

BEFORE & AFTER

Color Interior Text Formatting

Employing full color spreads with enlarged photos and cheerful, inviting design elements, turns this cookbook into a warm and
engaging perusing experience. This transformation by the designer is akin to any book you might find on a bookstore shelf.

SETTING UP YOUR MANUSCRIPT
A few things to keep in mind when preparing your file
for Interior Text Formatting by BookBaby
• Please combine all sections/chapters into one document in the order
you would like for them to appear.
• Please place your images and captions in your text document.
• Only press “Return” (Enter) at the end of paragraphs. Using return
in the middle of a paragraph or sentence may cause errors when
formatting.

Need help
designing a
book cover?
Turn to the experts at
BookBaby for a great
looking cover design.

• Refrain from using style guides such as “Heading 1” in your document.
• Please use a basic font in your document such as Times New Roman.
You will have a chance in the design form to specify a font you
would like us to use.
• Interior Text formatting is not an editorial service. Please be sure that
your document is the absolute, ready-to-print, final draft. We will be
happy to make any formatting changes after you receive your first proof.
However, any text, punctuation or grammar edits will incur additional fees.

THE PROCESS
• Create your quote online and choose the formatting service as an Add-on.
• Upload your final, edited manuscript.
• We will review your file and make sure we have everything we need to
begin formatting.
• The first proof for most books will be received in 5 business days.
Color formatting may require more time.
• You will have a chance to review your proofs before we start printing
and request formatting changes.
Once you’ve uploaded your files and completed your order you
can relax knowing that the experts at BookBaby will make sure
you’re thrilled with your finished, printed books.

7905 North Route 130 • Pennsauken, NJ 08110
www.bookbaby.com • 1-877-961-6878

In a matter of days we
create a cover design that
will help your book fly off
the shelves. Professional
Cover Design is $599. And
best of all, we guarantee
your satisfaction.
Complete info at:
www.bookbaby.com/design

